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COPYRIGHT LAW 
PROFESSOR RONALD W. STAUDT  

December 14, 2010 

 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

 

This is a three hour open notes, open book examination.  With the following 

exceptions, you may bring any books or other materials into the examination and 

any materials personally prepared by you or prepared jointly with other students in 

the class.  Downloaded law review articles are permitted. You may bring your laptop 

computer into the exam with you and consult materials that you have prepared and 

stored on its hard disk.  Your laptop computer, if you choose to bring it into the 

exam, may not be connected to a network, phone line or to the Internet.  You may 

not bring in treatises on copyright law, i.e. Nimmer on Copyright, or law reviews in 

bound volumes because of unequal access to those volumes.   

 

If you take your examination on your own laptop and are instructed by the 

examination proctor to connect to the network to load the examination answer file 

for SofTest, you may NOT connect to LEXIS or WESTLAW or any other Internet 

information source.  You may NOT view web pages on the World Wide Web nor any 

other data source or programs on the network.  You may not use electronic mail nor 

communicate with any person or resource on the network, on the Internet or any 

other source not located on your laptop hard drive at the start of the examination.  

You may not block copy any material from your laptop or any other source into your 

exam. 

 

You may not share materials during the exam. You may not communicate with other 

students during the exam. You may not tear pages out of the bluebooks.  You are 

not to identify yourself in any manner, other than exam number, on your bluebooks, 

question sheets or anything else turned in that will be submitted to the professor.   

 

Write your examination number on each page of this exam.  When bluebooks are 

distributed, write your examination number on each page of your bluebooks.  

 

Your answers will be weighed according to the following suggested time 

limits: 

 

QUESTION 1 – 70 minutes 

QUESTION 2 – 110 minutes 

 

Write legibly.  Credit will be given for clarity, conciseness and coherent organization.    

 

 GOOD LUCK!!! 
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Question 1  (Suggested time- 70 minutes) 

David owns and operates a summer camp in Illinois called Camp Kent. The camp has 

swimming and forested hiking trails and cabins for children who spend 2-6 weeks in residence 

during the summer.  Camp Kent features experience-based learning programs called 

"adventure trails." Since 2004 Dan has been employed by David as a camp counselor.  Dan’s 

primary job is to lead the campers in the “adventure trails.”  For all adventure trails at Camp 

Kent from 2004 through 2010 Dan has been the lead counselor.  For each of these adventure 

trail events  Dan gathers the campers around a campfire and explains the tasks the campers 

will do for each part of the adventure.  Dan is very skilled at this job; like an actor he 

memorizes each adventure trail and gives the instructions without notes or other written aids. 

Peter is a freelance author who works in his own home office.  In early 2007, David hired Peter 

to write an adventure trail, to be called CastleQuest, for use at Camp Kent.  David agreed in 

writing to pay Peter $25,000 to prepare the adventure trail and $10,000 each summer to 

direct and produce the adventure trail.  Before Peter started to write CastleQuest, David 

explained to Peter how the adventure trails at Camp Kent were staged for the campers, how 

many sessions were needed and how long each session of the adventure trails lasted. As Peter 

worked David reviewed Peter’s drafts of CastleQuest  and made structural suggestions to fit 

the story into segments that worked for the campers’ schedules.  Peter’s adventure trail, 

CastleQuest, was completed in time to be performed at Camp Kent in the summers of 2007 

and 2008. Peter registered the adventure trail with the Registrar of Copyright.  David paid 

Peter $25,000 when he completed and delivered CastleQuest in April, 2007 and $10,000 for 

directing and producing CastleQuest in 2007 and 2008.   

Here is a description of the CastleQuest adventure trail: 

CastleQuest starts with a scene at a campfire. Stock medieval characters--including a 

Robin Hood like character, a knight, and a female character--are present and speak 

among themselves and to the campers about impending danger from seven dragons. 

The result is that the campers become involved in the play, agreeing to aid the 

medieval characters by going on a quest. On the quest, campers undertake seven 

challenges and gain a "word of power" upon completion of each challenge. One 

challenge involves swordplay and they earn the word "courage." Two other challenges 

involve target shooting and the campers earn the words "love" and "self-control." A 

fourth challenge involves using shields to avoid getting wet while crossing a battlefield, 

and campers earn the word "nobility" to defeat the dragon of selfishness. In the fifth 

challenge, campers meet at the "Round Table" and are given a talk about drug abuse. 

Finally, there is a closing campfire scene where the seven words of power are used to 

save one of the characters from drug abuse. 
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At the end of the camping season in 2008, Peter ended his association with the David.  Peter 

and David agreed that Dan could lead the CastleQuest adventure trail at Camp Kent for one 

more summer in 2009 in return for a payment of $5000 to Peter, which David promptly paid.   

In 2010, David promoted Dan to be the new Camp Kent Director.  David owns another camp 

in Maine and after promoting Dan to head up Camp Kent, David left town before the beginning 

of the camping season in Illinois.  David left Dan in charge of all operations at Camp Kent for 

2010.   

Dan, without discussing the idea with David and without seeking Peter’s agreement, decided 

to introduce his own medieval adventure trail for the summer 2010 season.  Dan led the new 

adventure trail himself and, without notes or other written aids, he created a medieval-themed 

adventure trail called KnightQuest.  Dan introduced the new program in the summer of 2010 

and produced the KnightQuest adventure trail each week of the 2010 summer camp.  Because 

there were no written notes and no written script, each week Dan’s KnightQuest was a little 

different.  Every week during the summer of 2010 KnightQuest had the following structure and 

storyline: 

KnightQuest opens at a campfire scene where three friends and a wizard talk. Four 

"shadow lords" appear at the campfire.  The shadow lords have a creed featuring four 

words--hate, lies, disrespect, and irresponsibility. The wizard enlists the three friends 

and the campers in a quest to become knights so they can defeat the shadow lords. 

On the quest, the children engage in "trials of the code," where they learn four Camp 

Kent "core values." Two trials teach responsibility. Another trial involves swordplay 

and teaches truthfulness. Another involves shielding each other from thrown missiles 

and teaches caring. A final trial involves target shooting, and the campers are 

rewarded for a successful shot by earning a scroll bearing a saying about respect. Each 

trial ends with interactive activities to reinforce the specific Camp Kent core value 

learned, along with some closing words by the facilitator. At the end of the activities 

the campers learn the knights' code (which reflects the four Camp Kent core values) 

and are knighted. KnightQuest concludes with a closing campfire where the new 

knights recite their code, defeating the shadow lords. 

Peter wants to sue David and Dan for copyright infringement.  Write a letter to Peter 

that explains and evaluates his chances of success in a copyright lawsuit against 

David and Dan.  
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Question 2  (Suggested time--110 minutes) 

Russell is an internationally famous furniture designer.  He designed his Gaudy Chair 

Collection (GCC) in 2007 and he began to sell GCC chairs to the public through specialty 

shops, like High Point Market, in April 2008. Russell began his design process by consulting 

public domain sources such as, furniture stores, antique magazines, books, and other 

reference materials. He started his designs with the basic form of a specific piece, usually a 

chair. He then would begin "conceptual doodles" of the chair, adding decorative elements to 

the basic shape of the piece.  Though he referenced numerous public domain sources for 

inspiration, he drew all the decorative elements incorporated into the furniture design by 

hand. Once completed, he would alter the design until he had one that he considered to be 

"pretty."   

After creating a design for a piece, Russell drew finished sketches at a 1/8th scale, which 

would include detailed shaded depictions of the decorative elements that he added to the 

furniture.  Russell's objective was to blend looks from historical periods (rather than reproduce 

a particular period) and to "bring something new to the party on an historical theme." 

Although he was influenced by functional concerns in designing the furniture, Russell was also 

motivated by aesthetic goals (such as making the furniture attractive to consumers).  Russell 

registered his sketches with the Registrar of Copyright as soon as he completed each sketch. 

The chairs that Russell built based on the sketches were highly ornate, adorned with three-

dimensional shells, acanthus leaves, columns, finials, rosettes, and other carvings. Furniture 

critics have described the collection as "an ornamentation explosion," and as "essentially 

vehicles for expressing ornament." The chairs have a “highly decorative appearance with a 

traditional feel" and "very ornamental designs combined with basic styles that resemble 

furniture pieces from England in the 18th or 19th centuries." 

Russell filed a registration form with the Register of Copyright in July 2008 for the GCC chairs 

which described the subject of the registration as "[o]riginal decorative designs appearing on 

suites of chairs including original adaptations of public domain designs and original 

compilations of decorative designs." 

In 2009, Chairclone, seeking a cheaper alternative to Russell’s chairs, designed Chairclone’s 

20200 collection - chairs that mimic the GCC line. Upon learning that Chairclone was 

displaying furniture that was nearly identical to the GCC line, Russell visited the High Point 

Market. He was shocked by the similarity between Chairclone’s 20200 collection and his GCC 

line.  Although Chairclone had in fact designed and built its own chairs, the designs were so 

similar to Russell’s that he concluded, incorrectly,  that Chairclone was displaying furniture 

actually manufactured by Russell.  
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Russell first discovered the Chairclone 20200 collection by using FurnitureFind.  FurnitureFind 

(FF) is an Internet service designed to help its users visualize, locate and buy new and 

interesting furniture.  Anybody on the internet can connect to FF and search its thumbnail 

images of furniture.  Some of FurnitureFind’s thumbnail images link to full sized images stored 

on the web sites of furniture markets and manufacturers.  Other thumbnail images on the 

FurnitureFind search page link to full sized images stored on FurnitureFind’s own server.    

On November 1, 2010 Russell found the following images of furniture on FurnitureFind’s 

internet service:   

 Thumbnail sized versions of photographs of Chairclone’s 20200 collection chairs.  

Clicking on these images links to full sized photographs of the chairs on Chairclone’s 

website.  The full sized images are stored on Chairclone’s server.   The thumbnails are 

stored on FurnitureFind’s server. 

 Thumbnail versions of dozens of Russell’s 1/8th scale sketches showing detailed 

shaded depictions of the decorative elements that he added to his GCC chairs.  Russell 

believes that someone stole these sketches from his workshop and delivered them to 

FurnitureFind.  Clicking on the thumbnail image displays Russell’s full sized 

working sketches.  These thumbnails and the full sized images of Russell’s 

sketches are stored on FurnitureFind’s server. 

On November 1, 2010 Russell sent an email to FurnitureFind stating that the Chairclone 

photos were infringing copies of his copyrighted furniture and the sketch images are stolen 

copies of his private working material.  He demanded that the Chairclone images and all 

images of his sketches be removed from the FurnitureFind database.  FurnitureFind sent an 

email to Russell the same day acknowledging receipt of his demand. 

On December 1, 2010 Russell again checked  FurnitureFind and discovered that all Chairclone 

images and Russell’s sketches were still available there.   

Russell is furious and confused.  He asks for your help as his lawyer.  When you begin to 

investigate the case you discover that the Copyright Office has never received from 

FurnitureFind any designation of an agent authorized under the Copyright Act to accept 

notices of claimed copyright infringement. 

Russell wants to sue both Chairclone and FurnitureFind.  Prepare a memorandum to 

Russell describing and evaluating any claims he may have under copyright law to 

proceed against Chairclone and Furniture Find.  Be sure to analyze any responses 

these parties might raise defending against Russell’s copyright claims. 

  


